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theory

*  what (who?) made the noise? 

visible universe : Milky Way  ::  Earth : whale   (factor of 106)

visible universe : Earth ::  Earth : atomic nucleus (factor of 1020)

observation

computation

The first three 
paradigms of 

scientific research



The fourth paradigm?

DATA-driven
scientific discovery

Phenomenology



outline: 
*  cosmic structure as a (complex!) initial-value problem
*  Large-scale Structure (LSS) Simulations 

-  methodologies, classes of problems
-  dark matter (DM) evolution: methods+results 

Tomorrow: 
-  DM + baryons: methods, results and challenges
-  galaxy formation: the never-ending story

*  Cluster physics and phenomenology

*  Cosmological studies with clusters of galaxies 



WE ARE AMPLIFIED NOISE

quantum 
birth

classical 
adulthood



Wilkinson Microwave 
Anisotropy Probe

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov



Sloan Digital Sky 
Survey
sdss.org



galaxy catalogs from large simulations statistically match reality

Springel, Frenk 
& White 2006

synthetic 
galaxy catalogs
evolved from 
an initial 
random 
noise state
with initial 
power 
spectrum 
dictated by 
CMB
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an engineer’s view of galaxy formation



what are clusters of galaxies? 

* terminus of clustering hierarchy => largest, non-linear structures

* multi-component -  DM: hot gas: galaxies+stars :: ~100: 10: 1

* quasi-equilibrium (`frustrated’) dynamical systems

easily visible  we can find all the biggest ones now

many observational channels  radio/mm - IR/optical - X-ray

~one-parameter family  tight mass-observable scalings



LSS Simulations





key characteristics of LSS 

 http://heritage.stsci.edu/gallery

* galaxies and clusters of galaxies are 
weak-field structures in the 
expanding FRW metric, 

      v2 /c2 << 1

  => a Newtonian description of 
the gravitational potential is accurate 
to model the dynamics of sub-
horizon LSS formation. 

LSS simulations use Newtonian 
potential of perturbations in an 
expanding FRW metric.



large-scale structure simulations: methodologies

* DM evolution using collisionless N-body simulations (single fluid)
   –  assumes DM is weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) 

–  initial density fluctuations assumed to be Gaussian random field with 
     power spectrum, P(k), calculable from linear theory 
–  growing mode from linear perturbation theory sets initial conditions
–  `particles’ represent coarse-grained phase space kinematics
–  `softening’ of pair-wise force required to regularize dynamics
–  individual timesteps improve performance
–  Layzer-Irving equation benchmarks energy conservation (+ p,L cons.)

* coupled N-body + gas dynamics simulations (multiple fluids)
–  on galactic and larger scales, baryons trace DM at high-z
–  baryons are collisional, so intersecting streams generate shocks 
–  shocks generate thermal energy and entropy 
–  radiation field can produce cooling or heating in gas
–  star formation prescriptions are empirically motivated 



large-scale structure simulations: overview of algorithmic evolution

1960’s+70’s - direct (NxN) force summation
 studies of galaxy encounters and stellar clusters 

1980’s - particle-mesh (FFT’s) and Tree algorithms for large-scale gravity
 studies of `cosmic web’ topology from initial random noise field

1990’s - parallelization on Beowulf clusters, special purpose chips (GRAPE) 
      detailed studies of clustering statistics, cosmological dependence
 - first multi-fluid codes to model coupled dark matter and baryons

 initial studies of galaxy formation

2000’s - massive parallelization on large-scale supercomputers
      toward precision calibrations of large-scale structure statistics
 - multi-fluid codes with approx. radiation transfer, MHD
      initial studies of stellar feedback effects, high-rez galaxy formation



courtesy Horst Simon (LBL)
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Jack‘s Notebook 

Jack‘s Notebook 

Jack‘s Notebook 

courtesy Horst Simon (LBL)



Springel et al (2005)



http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/aquarius/



a=0.4  
(z=1.5)

a=1  
(z=0)

massive 
halo of 
mass M,
redshift z
that hosts 
a galaxy 
cluster

=> 

         optical/lensing    sub-mm             X-ray 

LSS is a cosmic web connecting locally bound structures called halos

halo = local Minkowski
patch in expanding 

FRW background metric 



collisionless N-body: applications to dark matter evolution

*  single halo simulations to study
– substructure (subN-halos) 
– direct dark matter detection signatures
– faint galaxy luminosity function

+ ... 

*  cosmological volumes to study
– halo space density (aka, mass function)
– halo clustering (aka, bias)

+ ...

*  large ensemble of runs to study 
– precise evolution of non-linear power spectrum, P(k)
       LANL+Argonne emulation campaign (Heitmann, Habib+) 
– covariance of LSS signatures (lensing, clustering, +)



* model triply-periodic cube in comoving frame
  (infinite volume of cubic replications)

* `peculiar’ (non-Hubble) particle equation of motion

cosmological N-body systems

Efstathiou et al 1985
Bertschinger 1998
Springel et al 2001

Springel 2005

Bertschinger 1998



TREE:  The hierarchical tree algorithm (Appel 1985, Barnes & Hut 1986) divides space 
recursively into a hierarchy of cells, each containing one or more particles.  When computing the 
gravitational acceleration of a particle, a cell of size s a distance d from that particle is treated as 
one pseudoparticle (located at the center of mass of the cell) if the cell satisfies a critical non-
opening condition, s/d < θ.   Otherwise, the cell is `opened’ and to the a higher level in the 
hierarchy and the condition tested again.  Computation is thus saved by replacing the set of 
particles by a low-order multipole expansion due to the distribution of mass in the cell.

PARTICLE-MESH:  The particle-mesh (PM) method is based on representing the gravitational 
potential on a Cartesian grid (with a total of Ng grid points), used in solving Poisson’s equation 
on this grid. The development of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm (Cooley & Tukey 
1965) made possible a fast Poisson solver requiring O(Ng log Ng) operations (Miller & 
Prendergast 1968, Hohl & Hockney 1969, Miller 1970).  

The PM algorithm has three basic steps: 
1) The particles are `assigned’ to nearby grid points to create a density field on the grid.  This 
is then FFT’ed to create a Fourier representation of the density field. 

2) Poisson’s equation is solved in Fourier space. 

3) The gravity field (or the potential, which is then differenced to give the gravity field) is 
determined on the grid, and interpolated back to determine particle acceleration.

cosmological N-body systems: various methods to compute acceleration

Bertschinger 1998



PP-PM (P3M):  This hybrid algorithm, first developed for plasma physics by Hockney et al 
(1974), was applied in cosmology by Efstathiou & Eastwood (1981). It is described in detail 
by Hockney & Eastwood (1988) and Efstathiou et al (1985), and it was used extensively by 
the latter authors in a series of articles beginning with Davis et al (1985). 
The P3M method readily achieves high accuracy forces through the combination of mesh-
based and direct summation forces. The mesh may be regarded as simply a convenience for 
providing periodic boundary conditions and removing much of the burden of computation 
from the direct pair summation.   

The short-range calculation computes 
the difference between Newtonian gravity
 and the grid force, stored as a look-up table 
as a function of r, within a sphere of 
radius ~3 grid cells.  

TREE-PM:  Similar to P3M, but the short-range force is computed by a tree algorithm rather 
than direct particle summation.  The gadget code, developed by Volker Springel and 
colleagues, is a popular TREE-PM that represents state-of-the-art in N-body cosmological 
methods.

cosmological N-body systems: various methods (cont’d)

Bertschinger 1998

http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/gadget/



* time evolution is typically 2nd-order accurate (e.g., leapfrog) 

* Layzer-Irvine equation for energy conservation (~0.5% typical accuracy) 

cosmological N-body systems: evolving the system

Efstathiou et al 1985

where 
Written in  
integral forms,
where C and C’
are constants



* Zel’dovich approximation (1st order linear PT): 

      

initial conditions: quick method 

Efstathiou et al 1985

323 particles! 

random

grid



* 2LPT (2nd-order linear PT):

      

initial conditions: next order to suppress non-growing mode transients

Crocce, Pueblas, Scoccimarro (2006)



* discreteness imposes
- finite particle mass 
- softening of potential 
at small r (to avoid 
infinite forces at r=0)

* various studies of how 
best to set these 
parameters, but in practice 

    mp = m L3/ Np

  soft ~ (0.1-0.2) L / Np1/3

   

Convergence tests are a 
pragmatic approach to 
testing discreteness effects

force softening: mass and spatial resolution

Steinmetz and White (1997)



courtesy S.D.M. White, CATB2009
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M. Zemp
Via Lactea II 
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many statistics to study with cosmological N-body simulations 

Bertschinger 1998



N-body simulations of DM halos: 
internal structure



      

similarity of internal halo structure, from galaxy to cluster scales 

courtesy S.D.M. White, CATB2009



      

similarity of internal halo density profiles  

courtesy S.D.M. White, CATB2009



      

halo internal structure:  concentration behavior

courtesy S.D.M. White, CATB2009



* ~hydrostatic interior
       ∆c >~ 100

* infall outside
5 <~ ∆c <~ 100

* nearly flat velocity 
dispersion profile

DM halo kinematic structure: velocity space



* results from six 
different N-body 
codes 

* mergers are 
relatively non-
violent      

DM virial scaling relation: precision calibration 

Evrard et al (2008)



* residuals from 
PL fit are nearly 
log-normal

* 4.6% scatter 
implies ~15% 
error in mass for 
given velocity 
dispersion

DM virial scaling relation: precision calibration 

Evrard et al (2008)



DM virial scaling relation: precision calibration 

Evrard et al (2008)



hierarchical clustering exists within individual halos 
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sub-halo structure does not dominate the internal density field
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courtesy S.D.M. White, CATB2009



halos in the sky (past light-cone) are dynamically frustrated; future is relaxed! 

a = 1

a = 100
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scaled distance from halo center

Busha et al (2005)

truncated Hernquist profile



N-body simulations of DM halos: 
low-order spatial statistics



web-embedded halos have fuzzy topologies => variety of mass measures
Lukic et al (2008)

is a single mass estimator optimal? 

SO(∆) mass offers better match to 
cylindrical observations
   – ∆ vs. mean matter density? 
       ~simple mass function
       virial scaling, T3/2~M*(1+z)
   – ∆ vs. critical density?   
       complex mass function
       virial scaling, T3/2~M*h(z) 
   
FOF(d) has clean nesting properties 
    – no need to choose center 
    – percolation used in many other
        fields



halo space density from large N-body simulations

see also:
Sheth & Tormen 1999
Reed et al 2000
Jenkins et al 2001
Evrard et al 2002
Hu & Kravtsov 2003
Tinker et al 2008

Warren et al 2006

set of nine
billion-particle 
N-body 
simulations

single 
functional form 
in terms of 
similarity 
variable, σ(M),
the rms density 
fluctuations on 
mass scale M



halo space density from large N-body simulations

+ Tinker et al (2008)

courtesy M. White, COTB2011



halo space density from large N-body simulations

22 N-body 
simulations with 
N ≥ 5123 

– 5% statistical 
accuracy with  four 
parameter fit to 
      f (σ(M)) 

– similarity not 
exact in time 
(need z-factors)

similarity variable -
variance in filtered linear 
density field



other fitting formulae 

courtesy M. White, COTB2011



analytic underpinnings for the halo mass function 

courtesy M. White, COTB2011



MICE (Marenostrum) calibration 

Crocce et al (2009)

percolation FOF(0.2) masses ~30% increase above log(M)~14.5



clustering of halos is biased relative to the total matter

courtesy M. White, COTB2011



characteristics of biasing derived from simulations

courtesy M. White, COTB2011



bias function calibrated by large N-body ensemble (Tinker et al. 2010)

courtesy M. White, COTB2011



* general aspects of halos
– halos are dynamically evolving systems: close to virial equilibrium but 
     frustrated by mergers and continual accretion
– ellipsoidal in shape (tending prolate) with 2:1 axis ratios common 
     aligned with surrounding filaments

* internal structure of halos
– relaxation to common density + velocity radial profiles
– surviving substructures contain a small percentage of total mass
– hierarchical nesting of sub-structure families reflect accretion history

* low-order spatial distribution of halos
   – functional forms for mass function, n(M,z), and bias function, b(M,z),
         precisely calibrated via similarity variable, (M)      (mainly wCDM)

– different, one-parameter mass assignment methods (FOF, SO) exist     
       good: flexibility, reflects edge complexity  bad: literature confusing   

summary: lessons from N-body simulations about halo model of LSS 



the end


